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Abstract—This paper seeks to provide performance analysis for High Efficient Video Coding (HEVC) HM-16.15 reference coder for same resolution test sequences and picture structure. Two test sequences (resolutions) i.e., PeopleonStreet (2560x1600) and Traffic (2560x1600) are considered. The HEVC coder is tested for the fixed Quantization Parameter (QP) value in lowdelay and randomizedacess configurations, with Main profile when B pictures are processed in IBBB format, respectively. Comparisons were performed with respect to the change of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), the change of data bit-rate and the change of encoding time saving, respectively. Simulation results have shown small differences in SNR values and obvious differences for bit rate and encoding time values. At the end, percent of intra and inter prediction in total amount encoder compression values are presented, too.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the family of video coding standards, HEVC has got the potential to replace/supplement all the existing standards, i.e. MPEG, as well as H.26x series including H.264/AVC, starting from the point that with the continuous growth of video resolution, the standard H.264/AVC cannot give expected compression results. For example, in order to improve the quality of the reconstructed video and to improve the compression ratio, video coding standard HEVC was invoked. Of course, a limited increase in computer complexity compared to the H.264/AVC standard was obtained [1]. As a result, we have high consumption increase power, dissipation and limited processing times. It should be pointed out that the encoding computational complexity of HEVC depends on the Test model (HM) configuration used [2] - [4]. When going to compare HM software test models, it can be done though three fundamental parameters: signal-to-noise ratio, bit rate and time saving, while processing test sequences in different resolutions.

II. HEVC DEVELOPMENT

The time H.264/AVC was under standardization, a few devices supported high-definition (HD) videos. As a successor of H.264/AVC, HEVC was designed with the goal to satisfy emerging demands of high-quality video services, for example HD TV [5]. The basic processing unit in HEVC is longest coding unit (LCU) which is not overlapped square block. Each coding unit (CU) can be divided into four partitions.

Today, researchers are exploring the way how to reduce the HEVC encoders complexity. The focus has been in reducing the motion estimation (ME) complexity, because ME occupies 77%-81% of HEVC encoders implementation. Performance comparison of HEVC with older standards such as H.264/AVC, MPEG-4 Part 2 Visual, H.262/MPEG Video, H.263 and also with image coding standards such as JPEG, JPEG 2000, was carried out. [6]. Also, researchers are exploring transcoding between HEVC and other standards such as MPEG-2 and H.264. Further extensions of HEVC are scalable video coding (SVC), 3D video multiview video coding and range extensions which include screen content coding (SCC), bit depth larger than 10 bits and color sampling of 4:2:2 and 4:4:4. In general, SCC refers to computer generated object, both images and videos requiring lossless coding. Some of these extensions have been finalized by the end of 2014, while time frame for SCC was late 2016. Iguchi et al. have already developed a hardware encoder for super hi-vision (SHV) i.e., with HDTV at 7680x4320 pixel resolution. Also real time hardware implementation of HEVC encoder for HD video has been done.

III. CHALLENGES FOR REAL-TIME APPLICATIONS

The increased encoding complexity represents one of the very important challenges for real-time applications. The quad-tree structure for coding unit with different sizes and a large number of prediction modes is one of the reasons for encoding complexity of HEVC. Thus, one of the challenges for real-time applications is to develop a test mode decision method for reducing computational complexity for HEVC. Secondly, several different methods have been investigated recently, aiming of computational complexity reduction and
scaling of HEVC software implementations. Thus, maintaining the encoding time for frame or group of pictures (GOPs) below an adjustable upper bound is still an open research issue.

IV. SIMULATIONS RESULTS

Simulation results represent the continuation of our experimental work on performance evaluation for various versions of HM software test model in different conditions. We evaluated the performance of the HEVC model HM-16.15 [7], when encoder_lowdelay_main and encoder_randomaccess_main configurations were used. The system platform was the Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2328M Processor of speed 2.2 GHz, 6 GB RAM, and Microsoft Windows 7 Professional. The HEVC software configurations were as follows: Main profile, value of Level: 5.0, I pictures, hierarchical B pictures, period of I-pictures: only first (of both configurations), Hadamard transform was used, Maximum coding unit depth was 4, MV (Motion Vectors) search range was 64, SAO (Sample Adaptive Offset), AMP (Asymmetric Motion Partitions) and RDOQ (Rate-Distortion-Optimized Quantization) were enabled, GOP (Group of Pictures) length 16 in encoder_randomaccess_main and 4 in encoder_lowdelay_main for IBBB format were used. The QP (Quantization Parameter) used was 32.

All processed configurations are adopted to Main profile.

Experiments were carried out on the tested sequences with fixed quantization parameter value QP=32. We chose QP=32 as value of the QP, because it is approximately average value in reference software setup configuration.

For the experiments two different test sequences are selected. The selected test sequences are in same resolution and frame rates. We used the first 50 frames of test sequences Traffic and PeopleOnStreet. The both test sequences in resolution 2560x1600 pixels belongs to class A. All the test videos are in YUV 4:2:0 format and progressive. Details about the test sequences and sequence classes that are used for the comparisons in the paper are summarized in [8].

Also, the SNR values of luma (Y) component of pictures are used. We measured SNR only for Y because human visual system is more sensitive to luma then to chroma components of pictures.

Comparisons with the case of exhaustive search were performed with respect to the change of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), the change of data bit-rate (Bit-rate), and the change of encoding time saving (Time), respectively.

Table 1 shows the performance and comparison of the reference codecs for hierarchical B pictures processing in the IBBB format in lowdelay and randomaccess configurations for QP=32, respectively, based on our simulation results.

When both tested sequences are compared there are small differences in SNR values (5% for lowdelay configuration and the little bit over 6% for randomaccess configuration denoted by “-“) for luma component of picture in the test model HM-16.15.

From the bit rate point of view, for both test sequences there are obvious differences in values for luma component of picture in both tested configuration. The bits rate of test sequence PeopleOnStreet is increased 72% in the lowdelay configuration, while in the randomaccess configurations it is approximately 74% in comparison with Traffic test sequence. Finally, for PeopleonStreet test sequence the encoding time saving is increased 31,50% for lowdelay and 32,86% for randomaccess configuration when that test sequence is compared with Traffic test sequence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test sequences (resolution)</th>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>SNR-Y (dB)</th>
<th>Bit-rate (kbps)</th>
<th>Time saving (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traffic (2560x1600)</td>
<td>Lowdelay</td>
<td>36.17</td>
<td>2482.89</td>
<td>15279.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Randomaccess</td>
<td>36.22</td>
<td>1959.81</td>
<td>9648.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People on Street (2560x1600)</td>
<td>Lowdelay</td>
<td>34.45</td>
<td>8881.21</td>
<td>22306.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Randomaccess</td>
<td>34.09</td>
<td>7501.66</td>
<td>14371.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Performance and comparison of the reference codecs based on simulation results.

Fig. 1. The SNR curves for PeopleOnStreet vs. Traffic test sequences when different configurations in IBBB picture format are processed in HM-16.15 reference software.
SNR curves for PeopleOnStreet vs Traffic test sequences are depicted in Fig. 1 ((a) and (b)). The SNR-YUV is plotted as a function of the frame number for both tested configurations. For both processed test sequences, SNR shows differences on objective way.

Bit-rate savings curves for both typical tested sequences are depicted in Fig. 2 ((a) and (b)) for the lowdelay and randomaccess configurations, respectively. There exist the bit rate differences between both the HEVC tested configurations, as well as bit-rate trends, as it has been shown in Table 1.

![Fig. 2. The Bit-rate curves for PeopleOnStreet vs. Traffic test sequences when different configurations (lowdelay and randomaccess) in IBBB picture format are processed in HM-16.15 reference software.](image)

Fig. 3 ((a), (b), (c) and (d)) shows HEVC HM-16.15 total amount encoder compression values when Elecard_hevc_analyzer is used. In Fig. 3 a) there is highlighted percent of intra and inter prediction for PeopleonStreet test sequences in lowdelay configuration (red and light blue marker in the shadow area). From total amount of values for intra prediction share is 5,40%, while for inter prediction share is 29,08%. Also, in Fig. 3 b) there is highlighted percent of intra and inter prediction for Traffic test sequences in lowdelay configuration. In this case, intra prediction share is 4,38%, while inter prediction share is 22,92%. Next, in Fig. 3 c) there is highlighted percent of intra and inter prediction for PeopleonStreet test sequences in randomaccess configuration. The intra prediction share is 7,07%, while inter prediction share is 31,79%. Finally, in Fig. 3 d) there is highlighted percent of intra and inter prediction for Traffic test sequences in randomaccess configuration. In this case, intra prediction share is 6,54%, while inter prediction share is 21,11%. Output results shows that intra prediction fluctuates from 4% to 7%, while inter prediction fluctuates from 21% up to 32% in sum of total values depend of test sequence and tested configuration.
Fig. 3. HEVC intra and inter prediction percent in total amount encoder compression values for PeopleOnStreet and Traffic test sequences processed in HM-16.15 reference software.

V. CONCLUSION

The results presented in this paper indicate HEVC standard HM-16.15 when lowdelay and randomaccess configurations are compared. The SNR, bit-rate and encoding time saving are measured for test sequences in same resolution when B picture format (IBBB) is processed. Simulations results have shown that there are small differences in SNR values when both tested sequences are compared i.e. 5% or 6% depend of configurations. From the bit rate point of view, there are obvious differences in values i.e. the bits rate of test sequence PeopleOnStreet is increased 72% and 74% depending on configuration in comparison with Traffic test sequence. Also, for PeopleonStreet test sequence the encoding time saving is increased 31.50% and 32.86% depending on configuration when that test sequence is compared with Traffic test sequence.
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